
INTERCONNECT

Interconnect is a stand-alone module that works in conjunction with the CDRlive suite of products to generate 

reports on interconnect partners. An interconnect partner is another network operator that shares telecommunications 

traffic. In a typical scenario, Operator X carries Operator Y’s incoming and outgoing traffic. At the end of a financial cycle, 

Operator X will bill Operator Y for its usage for that cycle.

In the scenario above, Operator Y will use reports generated by the Interconnect module to check if their numbers and 

totals, more or less tally with Operator X’s. In its most basic form, the Interconnect module is a Revenue Assurance tool.

Key Features:

Run reports for a specific month, or a selection of 

months.

Create reports using pre-defined filters for partners.

Implement additional filters for creating reports, such as:

Include destination details

Include route details

Suppress zeros

Append partner in details

Append date in details

Extract CDRs from the report, and export to an Excel file 

for further analysis.

It provides a vital revenue assurance function, 

whereby the network operator can verify and 

validate numbers and totals of shared traffic.

It provides evidence in the form of customizable 

Interconnect Reports of all shared traffic events.

It supplies relevant information, based on selected 

filters, for selected months, which, after analysis, 

assists networks to make timeous decisions in terms 

of the viability of an interconnect partner.

Benefits:

Achieve more.
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How it Works:
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